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Abstract
In recent years, the city of Ibarra, Ecuador has received nearly 10,000 migrants from
Venezuela. In this municipality, the relations between locals and migrants are quite
complex. In January 2019, a group of local residents physically assaulted several
Venezuelan migrants (Case Diana). These acts had a xenophobic nature. Through
ethnographic research, this article analyzes the social dynamics at this city in the months
after these events. From the perspective of the Venezuelan population, one of the
responses developed after these events consisted on a strategic construction of identities.
On the one hand, they criticized homogenizing discourses, highlighting the group's own
heterogeneity. On the other, they strengthened cooperation networks based on belonging
to Venezuelan nationality. The article is aimed to shed light on intergroup dynamics in
intermediate cities in the context of the ever-growing Venezuelan migration in Latin
America.
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Introduction
Ibarra is a city of nearly 131,000 inhabitants, located in northern Ecuador, 73 kilometers
from the Colombian border. Given its geographical position, this town has historically
received some migratory flows of people from Colombia. In recent years there has also
been a massive arrival of people from Venezuela. According to press data, in 2019 about
10,000 Venezuelan migrants lived in Ibarra.
These new migratory movements are not an isolated phenomenon, but rather respond to
one of the greatest migratory crises in the recent Latin American history: the massive
exodus of Venezuelan citizens to other countries in the region (Leónova, 2019). In the
wake of the growing economic, social and political crisis in Venezuela, millions of people
have turned to cross-border migration as a survival strategy (Palotti et al. 2020). Although
the Venezuela crisis can be traced through time, the difficulties of this country have
increased considerably during the government of Nicolás Maduro, due to multiple factors
that include failed state policies and the collapse of oil prices ( Pantoulas and McCoy,
2019). Elements such as hyperinflation, insecurity, corruption or the poor quality of the
health system have pushed living conditions in Venezuela to the limit. Consequently, the
number of migrants from this country around the world has increased exponentially.
According to UNHCR data, in 2015 approximately 695,000 people migrated from
Venezuela; in 2019 the number increased to 4 million.
The arrival of Venezuelan migrants to Ibarra is a consequence of with these general
trends. The Venezuelan migratory flows in this city began around 2015 and have
increased considerably ever since. In the first years of this phenomenon, the profile of
these migrants was generally associated with people with sufficient economic, social and
professional capital. However, since approximately 2017 this profile began to diversify,
due to the arrival of a large number of people from multiple regions of Venezuela,
including migrants with limited economic resources and professional training.
The reactions of the local population to migration are complex and have changed over
time. At the beginning of this migration, the perceptions of local population about
migrants were quite positive; However, this changed radically in time, giving way to
attitudes close to xenophobia. In January 2019 there was an unexpected turning point: a
young Venezuelan migrant murdered his Ecuadorian partner on a street in downtown
Ibarra. Although this event had no relation to the nationality of the criminal, this crime
provoked a series of actions and narratives of xenophobic nature against the Venezuelan
population. These events were named as the “Diana Case”
Understanding the dynamics associated with “the Diana Case” is fundamental for
anthropology in Latin America, due to the importance of the Venezuelan migration for
the region and especially for medium-sized cities like Ibarra. This article presents the
results of an ethnographic study carried out in the months after these events, focusing on
the responses of the migrant population. Following a theoretical orientation that
emphasizes the strategic positionality in the construction of identities (Karam, 2020;
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Lacy, 2007), the paper emphasizes two points: First, after these events there was an
emergence of discourses whereby migrants seek to underline the heterogeneity of the
Venezuelan community. Second, cooperation networks between migrants were
maintained even after these events.

Methodology
This research had mainly an ethnographic approach (Pardo and Prato 2018; Beuving and
De Vires 2015). The information was collected as part of a research project developed
between January 2019 and January 2020. Data was collected through participant
observation and 46 in-depth interviews (30 men, and 16 women). We used a snowball
sampling to select our informants. Regarding ethnicity, most of the participants identify
themselves as white or mestizo people. The information was collected in different parts
of the city, not limited to a particular area or neighborhood.

Theoretical perspectives on xenophobia and migratory identities
In general terms, xenophobia has been defined in the academic literature as an antipathy
or hate towards migrants or foreigners (Hjerm and Nagayoshi, 2011). The naturalization
of negative attitudes, exaggerations and the language of hyperbole associated with
xenophobia generates situations in which derogatory treatment of migrant populations
becomes acceptable, facilitating hate speech, harassment, intimidation, social exclusion,
economic exclusion and other forms abuse (Crush and Ramachandran, 2010). In recent
times, where cross-border migration has become extremely prevalent, understanding the
logics and structures associated with xenophobic discourses and practices is a
fundamental task (Kraly and Hovy, 2020).
One of the common features of xenophobic narratives is the generation of a dichotomous
worldview that separates local from foreign populations. Within these narratives, both
groups are usually presented as homogeneous entities, with fixed characteristics.
Therefore, the multiplicity of experiences, identities, and backgrounds of the migrant
population is not considered. In this sense, homogenization is a constitutive element of
the rationalities of xenophobia (Archakis, 2018).
In the academic literature, there are still theoretical developments that do not consider the
diversity of migrant populations. For example, the theory of intergroup contact seeks to
establish correlations between the number of migrants and the attitudes of the local
population, sustaining that the higher the proportion of migrants in a locality, the lower
the level of xenophobic attitudes (Wagner et al. 2020; Schlueter and Scheepers 2010).
Likewise, threat theory studies the interactions between minority and majority groups,
noting that the symbolic and real threats of migration can generate forms of intergroup
anxiety or negative stereotypes among the local population (Landmann, Gaschler, &
Rohmann, 2019; Harrison and Peacock 2010). In both theories, internal characteristics,
and diversity of migrant populations is not considered.
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For this paper it is fundamental to adopt a theoretical approach that considers the
interactions between migrant and local populations, while still considering the internal
diversity and complexity of migrant groups. To this end, contemporary studies based on
the inter-ethnic borders theory developed by Fredrik Barth (1998) are of great relevance.
From this perspective, the construction of identities in migration contexts is developed
based on complex negotiation processes in which individuals strategically construct and
renegotiate their identities (Karam 2020; Lacy 2007). This strategic development of
identities can be generated both at a discursive level, as well as through practices such as
the creation of migratory networks (Deker and Engbersen 2014).

Venezuelan migration in the city of Ibarra, Ecuador
Of the nearly 300,000 Venezuelan inhabitants in Ecuador, approximately 10,000 are
located in Ibarra (IOM, 2020). This city has a very limited economy, focused mainly on
construction, internal trade, and textile production (INEC 2010). The arrival of
Venezuelan migrants to this town is explained due to its geographical proximity to the
border crossings with Colombia. This proximity facilitates the generation of a migration
network that allows access to resources and information.
Most of the Venezuelan migrants in Ibarra is dedicated to commerce, both formal and
informal. There are also professionals, in the areas of education and public health. In
general, the situation for this group is not always straightforward. There are high levels
of informal work with very low remuneration. Access to formal work is developed
without respecting the minimum regulations regarding basic wages, working hours or
other labor rights. Sexual exploitation is also relatively common.
The group of Venezuelan people in Ibarra is mostly young. Their social, economic and
cultural backgrounds are quite diverse. This heterogeneity is especially marked in the
socioeconomic sphere. At the beginning of this migration movement, most migrants had
an economic, social or academic capital that facilitated a successful life within the city;
However, over time this profile diversified widely, including people in more precarious
conditions. The experiences of these groups are quite different.
Although there are no formal or legally constituted organizations that bring together this
population, in practice, various internet platforms become spheres that serve the purpose
of bringing together members of this group. In fact, only on Facebook there are 5 public
groups aimed at Venezuelan people residing in Ibarra with more than 1,000 users each.
As will be seen later, these groups play an important role in generating collaborative
networks and a sense of imagined community (Anderson, 2006).
The interrelationships between Venezuelan and local residents are complex. Although
Ecuador is a country whose constitution recognizes interculturality as one of its
fundamental axes (Rodríguez Cruz, 2018), in practice, the development of intercultural
policies has focused mainly on the various indigenous groups in the country, omitting the
diversity generated from migration movements. In this sense, there are few public
programs aimed at promoting intercultural relations between the local and foreign
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population. In Ibarra there are no areas inhabited exclusively by the Venezuelan
population, which implies that the housing, labor, commercial, health or educational
spheres are shared between locals and foreigners. This is possible by the use of common
language (Spanish) among both groups.
Our fieldwork showed that migrants with more years living in Ibarra categorize the
reception of the local population during the first years after their arrival as positive,
emphasizing feelings of empathy and curiosity. In fact, for many their nationality actually
facilitated their access to the labor market. With time - and the increase and diversification
of migration in the city - these perceptions and attitudes began to change radically.
Practices and discourses based on xenophobia began to be more common.
The daily life of the Venezuelan population living in the city of Ibarra was transformed
from a series of violent events that occurred in January 2019. Information on this is
presented below.

Gender violence and xenophobia in Ibarra: "The Diana Case"
On January 19, 2019, a case of gender violence occurred in Ibarra: a 22-year-old man
kidnapped her partner -in a state of pregnancy- and stabbed her in one of the busiest streets
in the city. This event was directly associated with gender violence. During these events,
a crowd gathered around the kidnapper and his hostage, including bystanders, more than
20 police officers, and the media. Several people broadcasted the event live through social
networks, so the events had a live coverage of thousands of people. After more than an
hour of negotiations, the events ended in the death of the hostage due to a series of stab
wounds. Although the motivations of the case are related to domestic and gender violence,
the information on social networks and in various media emphasized a different element:
the kidnapper had Venezuelan nationality, while the hostage was Ecuadorian. In the
media, these events became known as "The Diana Case."
In the minutes after this murder, a small group of Ecuadorian residents walked through
various streets of the city with the aim of expelling Venezuelan migrants from the area
by means of violence. Several members of this mob entered some migrant residences,
took their possessions and threw them into the street to light them with fire. Estefanía, a
31-year-old Venezuelan migrant, who witnessed the events remembers them in the
following way:
They forced the entrance of the building, but before we had already been following
the live streaming of the event, but I saw people outside, because they said that
Venezuelans get out of here! Murderers! And those strong accusations worried
us, but We did not believe that this would transcend, and during the event we
already had them at the gate. We freaked out so we turned off all the lights. As
they listened as they came up with sticks and shouting obscenities, I thought of my
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daughter and thankfully at 9:00 p.m. she was asleep and did not hear anything.
There were about 9 people in the building, but the number of people who went
upstairs, broke down doors, smashed windows, entered the living room, burned
clothes, threw the washing machine out the window, took a tablet, was they
brought their working instruments, it was definitely the biggest and most
exasperating scare. To think that your life tended by a thread and the male people
inside the building would not have been able to cope with them, because they were
willing to do anything (Estefanía, Personal Interview, March 2019).
The xenophobic events of that night ended with material, economic and psychological
losses. There were no injuries or deaths. In the following days, these events gained
notoriety in local and international press, including media such as the New York Times.
The events also had an impact on the political field: after a few days, the president of
Ecuador, Lenin Moreno, expressed himself through Twitter in the following terms:
Ecuador is and will be a country of peace. I will not allow any antisocial to take it
from us. The integrity of our mothers, daughters and companions is my priority. I
have ordered the immediate formation of brigades to control the legal situation of
Venezuelan immigrants on the streets, in the workplace and on the border. We
analyze the possibility of giving a special permit to enter the country. We have
opened doors for you, but we will not sacrifice anyone's safety. It is the duty of
the Police to act harshly against delinquency and crime, and they have my support.
We will apply the full weight of the law to those who did nothing in the face of
violence, injustice and the exercise of criminal power.
The president's speech did not focus on the gender-based motivations of the events, but
on the migratory situation of the aggressor. The literature has shown that social networks
can become spaces for the dissemination of xenophobia (Martínez et al. 2019; Bursztyn
et al. 2019). The dissemination of information through these media, especially from
government officials, can facilitate xenophobic behaviors and narratives (Peterie and
Neil, 2020). In this particular case, far from reducing the existing tension, the president’s
messages on social networks contributed to creating an atmosphere of concern among the
Venezuelan community.
The daily life of the Venezuelan population was strongly affected during the days after
these events. Their routines of work, school or recreation were changed due to the fear
generated. In this regard, Eduardo, a migrant of approximately 40 years dedicated to
commerce, reflects on the tension that exists in daily life during the weeks after these
events:
(…) I just experience a few days of tension eh, it was very noticeable that many
people left the city because there was simply much more rejection eh. The
Ecuadorian people had already taken to the streets to protest, and there was
aggression against Venezuelans who lived in their different homes, the burning of
their clothes, their belongings, and all their things. That is, there were moments of
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tension for many, they did not leave their homes, eh, for the simple fact of fear
that they would attack them and all those things (Eduardo, Personal Interview,
March 2019).
Although the acts of violence in the Diana Case were perpetrated by a small group, their
effects were more general: a tension developed within the city that influenced the
Venezuelan community, regardless of whether they had witnessed the acts of violence or
not. In the following weeks, when accompanying several informants in their daily
activities, changes in daily routines were observed, such as, for example, advancing the
time to return home for fear of being alone at night. In other words, new patterns of care
were created. For example, in the conversations held, Juan - a worker at a local electronics
store - emphasized the effect of this situation on the children of migrants “after what
happened in January for several days they were not taken (the children) to their schools,
there are children who have been victims of bullying ”. It would take several more weeks
for these routines to return to normal cycles.
Far from representing an isolated event, the Diana Case was an expression of a growing
trend of animosity and prejudice towards the Venezuelan population. The Diana Case
created a liminal space that allowed the explicit development of violent attitudes towards
migrants. These were not individual acts, but rather a type of collective violence that was
intended to be justified as a response or "punishment" to a particular type of crime. Unlike
other forms of collective violence documented in Ecuador such as lynchings, this
response was not developed directly against the alleged aggressor but against the
community to which he belongs, inscribing within the logic of homogenization typical of
xenophobia.
These marked a turning point in the relations between social groups in Ibarra. The
responses and consequences of these acts have been multiple. In the following, we
analyze the narratives on heterogeneity and cooperation networks between migrants.

Strategic positions: criticism of homogenization and participation in
migrant networks from the Diana case
A few months after the events of the “Diana Case” we found ourselves talking with
Patricia, a migrant who arrived in Ibarra before 2015 and is dedicated to school teaching.
While we were talking about the Diana Case, Patricia focused on rejecting these violent
practices; her tone, however, changed as she discussed her opinions about her compatriots
in Ibarra. "Here where I live used to be a very quiet place, but unfortunately some
Venezuelans have made disasters, but not all of us are like that." Later, she continued to
reflect on the existing differences within the migrant group, arguing that, if initially the
reception by the local population was very good, these perceptions gradually deteriorated
due to the arrival of new migrants. In a similar conversation with Lizeth, a 27-year-old
Venezuelan migrant employed in the textile sector, expressed herself in these terms: "We
are not all the same, we do not all have the same mentality." She then mentioned: “We
came here with (…) the desire to move forward and to improve ourselves; and other
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people because unfortunately their heads are badly damaged, because they arrive and
want to have everything easy ”. The narratives described in this paragraph emphasize the
internal class and social divides between migrants. Their narratives criticized the
homogenization of migrant populations that is quite common in the media and everyday
life. From their standpoint, the xenophobic acts in the Diana Case could be explained by
the fact that many people associated the characteristics of the murder with all migrants.
The migration literature has documented similar cases of differentiation processes. An
example of this is the Cuban migration of the "Marielitos" in the United States. After the
Cuban revolution, a first group of exiles left the island for economic or political reasons,
generally being people with high economic or social capital. In 1980, however, a new
group of approximately 125,000 migrants known as Marielitos arrived in the United
States. This time it was not people of upper or middle social class, but of people "from
the third world", with multiple social, economic and even criminal problems. This
generated antipathy responses from the first group of Cuban migrants (Borneman 1986).
The articulation between xenophobic practices and discourses against homogenization by
Venezuelan migrants can be understood from the processes of negotiation and
construction of identity (Karam, 2020; Lacy, 2007; Barth, 1998). From this perspective,
identity is not a fixed or static category, but rather a strategic construction subject to
symbolic developments that redefine the relationships between members within and
outside the group. In the city of Ibarra, this strategic flexibility allows the development
of narratives that emphasize the heterogeneity of the group, but at the same time, allow
migrants to maintain network connections based on belonging to a nationality.
First, narratives that point to the heterogeneity of the migrant group are quite common.
In a strategic way, these discourses criticize homogenization practices that may be related
to the existence of xenophobia (Conversi, 2009; Archakis, 2018). Migrants try to break
with this homogeneous and static vision of identity. For example, in an interview
Eduardo, a 40-year-old businessman, mentioned the following:
We all know that there are good people and bad people and unfortunately that
person came with some mental imbalance due to the same situation that exists
there in Venezuela, but we also have resilient people, wanting to get ahead, but
not all Venezuelans come with the intention of doing harm, and we repudiate that
situation that occurred with that Ecuadorian (Eduardo, Personal Interview, March
2019).
The violent events of the Diana Case create a framework in which breaking with
homogenizing visions of migration became essential. It is important to note that migrants’
narratives emphasize the heterogeneity of the group, however they maintain the
importance of their Venezuelan nationality. In other words, there is a criticism of the
homogenization of the group, but not of the very concept of belonging to a nationality.
The following example expressed by a young Venezuelan dedicated to commerce is
illustrative of what was expressed:
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Well, in the time that I migrated, the Ecuadorian people were kinder, kind and
respectful towards us Venezuelans, but now because of the things and the violence
that has arisen in Ibarra and throughout Ecuador, the Venezuelan people no longer
love us and we They are branded as violent, but in reality it is not like that, many
of us are humble and we come in peace (Santiago, Personal Interview, June 2019).
Months after the Diana Case, the Ecuadorian government decided to make the visa
requirement mandatory for the entry of Venezuelan citizens. According to decree 826,
the visa would be mandatory as of August 26, 2019. In conversations with several of our
informants, it was shown that this measure was not completely badly received by many
members of the Venezuelan migrant community. Many people stated that generating
more controls on the type of people who enter Ecuador is positive for the image of the
migrants settled in the city. This position is exemplified in comments such as the
following expressed by Juan, a worker in electronics sales:
I agree (with the measures adopted by the government), now for Venezuelans it is
also a problem that criminals are here for us, it is a problem that Venezuelans are
there smoking drugs in Pedro Moncayo Park, it is a problem not only for
Ecuadorians The problem is also for the Venezuelans who are here working every
day, earning a living, specifically. Because stigmatization includes everyone, they
are going to put us all in that bag, so if the government can do something to control
that, much better, and not only should the central government be there, there
should also be local governments (Juan, Interview Staff, November 2019).
These discourses constitute a critique of homogenization, including migration policies.
This is developed in a strategic way because although they emphasized differences, the
feeling of belonging to the Venezuelan nationality is not questioned. Similar processes
have been discussed by Lacy (2007) in relation to the assimilation of Afro-descendant
people into upper-middle-class white communities in the United States. According to this
author, despite the assimilation processes of this group, people maintained selective and
strategic contacts with members of their own ethnic group. In the case of Venezuelan
migration, identification based on nationality also allows for the maintenance of certain
cooperation networks.
The literature has frequently studied the characteristics of contemporary migration
through the lens of migratory networks, highlighting its importance in meeting the basic
needs of migrants and facilitating the arrival of new members (Deker and Engbersen,
2014; Light, Bhachu and Karageorgis 2014; Stuart and Tylor, 2018). According to
Arango (2017), migratory networks “transmit information, provide financial assistance,
facilitate employment and accommodation, and provide support in multiple ways. By
doing so, they reduce the costs and uncertainty of migration, and therefore facilitate it”.
In this sense, migratory networks are forms of social and cultural capital (Bourdieu 1999)
that facilitate the living conditions of migrants and explain the formation of communities
in certain geographical areas.
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The city of Ibarra has certain cooperation networks between migrants, mainly focused on
commercial and informal work, and on the exchange of information on living conditions,
contacts, accommodation and job opportunities. In the case of the Venezuelan migration,
these networks are based on their nationality. These forms of cooperation are developed
both through face-to-face and in virtual spaces (internet). On digital platforms, sites such
as Facebook have groups for Venezuelan migrants in Ibarra, with a number of members
that in certain cases exceeds 15,000 people. These platforms become a space to generate
contacts with other members of the community, or to strengthen ties established through
presence. The information that flows on these platforms is valuable to function within the
city or to maintain transnational links with the country of origin. For example, information
on how to send remittances or medicines from Ibarra to Venezuela, accommodation or
employment, or guides on bureaucratic processes. These networks are made up of people
from different spaces, genders and social conditions. In practice, these networks are
maintained through a constant exchange that goes from virtual to face-to-face, and vice
versa.
For example, for Moisés, a young man currently engaged in informal commerce, these
networks of friends facilitated his arrival to Ibarra. Although at first his interest was not
to settle permanently in Ibarra, this network of contacts influenced his decision to settle
in the city: “I did not have family here in Ibarra, but I did have friends who arrived before
me (…) at first I did not know anything, my objective was not to stay in this city, I only
came to experiment and find something better ”. Belonging to these networks made it
easier for him to find accommodation and develop his trade in commerce.
Through virtual spaces, access to these networks becomes extremely easy, since generally
there are no filters that prevent the entry of new members. The basis of these various
networks is belonging to the Venezuelan nationality. Nationality in this sense can be
understood as an imagined community (Anderson 2006), which allows maintaining
important ties even within transnational migration. After the events of the Diana Case,
these networks have been maintained and strengthened with the arrival of new migrants.
All this simultaneously with the discursive processes that try to establish a differentiation
between members of the Venezuelan community. The sense of belonging to nationality
as an imagined community allows these networks to function. At the same time,
discourses are strategically generated that seek to break with the homogenization of this
group in the face of xenophobic attitudes.
In this way, several of the responses to xenophobia regarding the Diana case can be
understood through the strategic construction of identity. On the one hand, with
discourses that emphasize heterogeneity, and on the other, maintaining cooperation
networks based on belonging to a nationality. The discursive elements shows the interest
in breaking with homogenizing visions about migration, which are related to the
generation of hate and xenophobia. By emphasizing the heterogeneity within the group,
the narratives presented represent a criticism of this type of system. All of this does not
prevent the development of transversal cooperation networks.
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Authors such as Papastergiradis (2018) have demonstrated the analytical problems of
understanding identity in migration contexts in terms of essential identities, since these
visions are based on basic opposition, which obstruct the analysis of the diversity and
complexity existing within each of these groups. In this sense, categories such as "ethnic"
(Wallendorf and Reilly 1983), commonly used in the literature on migration, are not
adequate to understand this population, because they theoretically homogenize diverse
groups. In this article it has been seen how, in the face of the complex panorama posed
by xenophobia, the migrants settled in the city of Ibarra strategically emphasize the
heterogeneity of the group, while maintaining collaborative relationships

Conclusions
Migration is a complex and constantly changing phenomenon. The interrelationships
between locals and migrants in cities like Ibarra are not straightforward. The events of
the Diana case presented in the article constitute a form of externalization of xenophobic
attitudes. In this context, the construction of migratory identities develops in a strategic
way. On the one hand, a critique of the homogenizing rationality of xenophobic
discourses is developed, whereby migrants emphasizing the heterogeneity of their
community. These discourses are a critique of the homogenizing visions of migrant
groups present not only in everyday life, but also in academic spaces. On the other hand,
collaboration networks based on belonging to a nationality are maintained either through
face-to-face or virtual spaces, since these networks constitute an important input for
migratory life.
The current crisis in Venezuela has led to one of the largest migratory movements in
South American history. This migratory phenomenon has had implications even within
spaces that were traditionally outside the dynamics of mass migration, including border
cities such as Ibarra. For these cities, this type of migration generally constitutes an
unexpected phenomenon, for which there was no planning. The symbolic dynamics and
the interaction between groups within these spaces are complex and deserve to be studied
in depth from anthropology. The analysis on discourses of heterogeneity, cooperation
networks and xenophobia presented in this article seeks to contribute precisely to
strengthening this field of studies.
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